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Preface

Construction 2017
Tenth edition

Getting the Deal Through is delighted to publish the tenth edition of Construction, which is available in print, as an e-book and online at www.gettingthedealthrough.com.

Getting the Deal Through provides international expert analysis in key areas of law, practice and regulation for corporate counsel, cross-border legal practitioners, and company directors and officers.

Throughout this edition, and following the unique Getting the Deal Through format, the same key questions are answered by leading practitioners in each of the jurisdictions featured. Our coverage this year includes Austria, Denmark, Ireland, Japan, Norway and Singapore.

Getting the Deal Through titles are published annually in print. Please ensure you are referring to the latest edition or to the online version at www.gettingthedealthrough.com.

Every effort has been made to cover all matters of concern to readers. However, specific legal advice should always be sought from experienced local advisers.

Getting the Deal Through gratefully acknowledges the efforts of all the contributors to this volume, who were chosen for their recognised expertise. We also extend special thanks to the contributing editors, Robert S Peckar and Michael S Zicherman of Peckar & Abramson, PC, for their continued assistance with this volume.

GETTING THE DEAL THROUGH

London
July 2016
Foreign pursuit of the local market

1. If a foreign designer or contractor wanted to set up an operation to pursue the local market what are the key concerns they should consider before taking such a step?

A foreign designer or contractor must be aware of a number of key matters governed by the Organisation of Foreign Capital Investment Law (Law No. 13 of 2000), the Law Regulating the Entry and Exit of the Expatriate in Qatar and their Residence and Sponsorship (Law No. 4 of 2009), the Labour Law (Law No. 14 of 2004), the Income Tax Law (Law No. 21 of 2009), the Commercial Companies Law (Law No. 11 of 2015) and the Law Regulating the Practice of Engineering Professions (Law No. 19 of 2005) and its Executive Regulations (Decision No. 1 of 2006). In particular, a foreign company needs to be licensed and establish either a local engineering office or an international engineering office or a foreign branch. See question 2 for further details.

Licensing procedures

2. Must foreign designers and contractors be licensed locally to work and, if so, what are the consequences of working without a licence?

Foreign companies intending to perform design or construction work in Qatar will usually need to be licensed. Engineering work, which includes architectural services and various branches of engineering, is subject to the Law Regulating the Practice of Engineering Professions and its Executive Regulations.

The Engineering Professions Law sets out three options for conducting business in Qatar.

The first option is to enter into a local engineering office in the form of an unincorporated joint venture with a Qatari national (natural or legal person), in which the Qatari national must have at least a 51 per cent stake. Such a joint venture also has to be licensed by, and registered with, the Ministry of Municipality and Urban Planning and registered at the Local Engineering Offices Register at said Ministry.

The second option is to establish an international engineering office licensed by the Ministry of Municipality and Urban Planning and registered at the International Engineering Offices Register at said Ministry, which is fully owned by the foreign contractor or designer.

Both local and international offices must register all their engineers in the engineers’ register of the Ministry of Municipality and Urban Planning, and must hold an engineering licence in Qatar.

The third option is to seek a licensing exemption for the establishment of a branch in Qatar under article 3 of the Foreign Capital Investment Law, which is available to foreign contractors or designers who have been awarded a contract in Qatar to render a service of public interest. The law does not define what type of contracts can be considered to be of public interest, and leaves it to the minister of municipality and urban planning to decide on a case-by-case basis whether contracts meet the requirement. It is to be noted that under this option, no licence is required from, and no registration is required at, the Ministry of Municipality and Urban Planning.

Any violation of these legal requirements will lead to the imposition of penalties on the entity (through its legal representative) as well as punishment for any individual working without a Qatari engineering licence. The maximum penalties are imprisonment for three years or a fine not exceeding 100,000 Qatari riyals, or both.

Competition

3. Do local laws provide any advantage to domestic contractors in competition with foreign contractors?

There is no legal advantage for local contractors in private or government tenders but, in practice, contractors (either domestic or foreign) with a seat in, and operating out of, Qatar are better positioned to obtain contracts as a result of their knowledge, previous experience and recognition in the local market. Although some public tenders have, in the past, been restricted to domestic contractors, this is a rare occurrence.

Bribery

4. If a contractor has illegally obtained the award of a contract, for example by bribery, will the contract be enforceable? Are bribe-givers and bribe-takers prosecuted and, if so, what are the penalties they face? Are facilitation payments allowable under local law?

Qatar ratified the UN Convention against Corruption in 2007, and Penal Code No. 11 of 2004 and the Law Organising Tenders and Auctions No. 24 of 2015 (replacing the existing Tenders and Auctions Law No. 26 of 2005, as of 12 June 2016) (the Public Tender Law) both prohibit bribery in the construction industry. Pursuant to the Penal Code, a public official who requests or accepts, whether for him or herself or another party, any money, benefit or promise in order to do or refrain from doing something related or unrelated to his or her position will be subject, along with the person who offers or pays a bribe, to imprisonment for up to 10 years and a fine not exceeding the amount of the bribe and not less than 50,000 Qatari riyals. In the event that the public official does not accept the bribe, the imprisonment sanction applicable to the bribe-giver is reduced to five years and the fine is capped at a maximum of 15,000 Qatari riyals. In addition, the amount or benefit that was offered as a bribe is confiscated.

Article 23 of the Public Tender Law further provides that, without prejudice to other liabilities provided by another law, any public contract is considered as terminated if the contractor commits fraud or deception in performing the contract or for being awarded the contract; or if the contractor bribes, directly or indirectly, a public official, causing damages to the governmental entity that awarded the contract. Furthermore, article 23a of the Public Tender Law provides that in the event of termination of the contract, the final deposit shall be forfeited in favour of the governmental party with the right to deduct any due penalties or losses caused to it from any amounts due to the contractor without the need of prior measure in this regard. It is also possible to cease, temporarily or permanently, any collaboration with the contractor.

The Qatari laws against corruption do not allow for facilitation payments.

Reporting bribery

5. Under local law must employees of the project team members report suspicion or knowledge of bribery of government employees and, if so, what are the penalties for failure to report?

Pursuant to the Penal Code, anyone who fails to report to the competent authorities, without acceptable reason, his or her knowledge of another person’s crime or of a planned crime that can be prevented, shall be subject to imprisonment for up to three years or a fine not exceeding...
10,000 Qatari riyals, or both. These provisions do not apply to the spouse, ascendants and descendants of the criminal. The same sanction will apply to the public official who is in charge of controlling crimes and who has neglected or postponed the reporting of his or her knowledge of a crime that has been committed. In the event that such failure to report is committed by a public official who is not in charge of controlling crimes, the sanction shall be a fine not exceeding 10,000 Qatari riyals.

Political contributions

6 Is the making of political contributions part of doing business? If so, are there laws that restrict the ability of contractors or design professionals to work for public agencies because of their financial support for political candidates or parties?

There are no laws that directly prohibit contractors or design professionals from working for public agencies because of their financial support for political candidates. In any event, political election is limited to the members of the Advisory Council; there are no government elections in Qatar. However, international contractors or professionals may also have to comply with the corruption and bribery laws in their home countries, such as the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act 1977 (US) and the Bribery Act 2010 (UK).

Other international legal considerations

7 Are there any other important legal issues that may present obstacles to a foreign contractor attempting to do business in your jurisdiction?

Qatar imposes a strict immigration policy that includes restrictions on the numbers and nationalities of foreign workers. On the other hand, the entry of skilled and technically qualified expatriates has facilitated rapid economic growth and diversification and provided significant on-the-job training for Qatari nationals.

Construction contracts

8 What standard form contracts are used for construction and design? Must the language of the contract be the local language? Are there restrictions on choice of law and the venue for dispute resolution?

There are no officially adopted or prescribed standard-contract forms and conditions. However, large public employers, such as Qatar Petroleum, the Public Works Authority and Qatar’s General Electricity and Water Corporation, will often use their own standard contracts, which are usually based on the FIDIC suite of contracts, with special conditions developed for each project. The scope for negotiating the terms of these forms is very limited, but in larger projects, and depending on the industry, a contractor may be able to negotiate modifications to standard-contract forms.

Although Arabic is the official language of Qatar, there is no requirement for construction contracts to be in Arabic, and in practice, they are usually drafted in English. However, if a dispute arises and the matter is brought before the Qatari courts, the contract must be officially translated into Arabic, since the language of the proceedings will be Arabic.

The parties are free to choose the governing law of their contract and to submit their disputes to a foreign court or arbitral tribunal; however, in the case of a contract signed with a governmental entity governed by the Public Tender Law, settlement of disputes through arbitration requires the approval of the minister of finance upon recommendation by the head of the governmental entity. The Public Tender Law also provides for the establishment of one or several dispute settlement committees at the Ministry of Finance to settle all urgent administrative disputes arising prior to entry into the contract and related to the application of the provisions of said law and its executive regulations. The decisions of the said committee may be challenged before the Court of Appeal.

Payment methods

9 How are contractors, subcontractors, vendors and workers typically paid and is there a standard frequency for payments?

Main contractors and construction professionals are paid in accordance with the payment provisions in their contract, which can vary. Payments are usually made on a monthly basis by electronic transfer, by cheque, or in cash (for small projects or residential works), depending on the arrangements made with the employer. In practice, subcontractors and vendors are often paid only once the main contractor is paid by the employer, regardless of the payment mechanisms in their contracts. There are no laws prohibiting ‘pay when paid’ or ‘paid if paid’ clauses, but many employers take an active role in ensuring that all parties are paid along the contractual chain so as to avoid delays or suspension of the works, and to avoid subcontractors bringing claims against them, as subcontractors under Qatari law, and within specific limits, have direct recourse against an employer for unpaid works.

According to Law No. 1 of 2015 amending article 66 of the Labour Law, payments made by an employer to its employees should be made by direct wire transfer to the employee’s bank account in Qatar. The purpose of such amendment is to ensure adequate remuneration of workers, in a timely manner. The penalties for violations of this article are imprisonment of not more than one month or a fine of between 2,000 and 6,000 Qatari riyals, or both.

Contractual matrix of international projects

10 What is the typical contractual matrix for a major project in your jurisdiction in terms of the contractual relationships among the various construction project participants?

Qatar is undergoing a major construction boom with a substantial number of infrastructure, industrial and private building projects being undertaken, including extremely large projects such as the underground railway and stadiums to be built for the 2022 World Cup. There does not appear to be a typical contractual matrix; it rather depends on the type of the project and the entity developing it. Many government projects are, however, divided into three main packages, namely as follows:

- design and planning by architects, engineers and a team of other professional consultants;
- construction of the project by a main contractor and its subcontractors, suppliers and vendors; and
- management of the project by an engineer or project manager.

PPP and PFI

11 Is there a formal statutory and regulatory framework for PPP and PFI contracts?

There is no formal statutory or regulatory framework for PPP and PFI contracts. Due to the country’s wealth, infrastructure projects have been generally funded and operated entirely by the government.

Qatar is aiming to enact a law covering the use of PPs by the end of 2016, as part of the state’s efforts to boost its fledgling private sector and to accelerate the development of key infrastructure projects. It is expected that the government will create a centralised PPP unit and a fund to facilitate such projects.

Joint ventures

12 Are all members of consortia jointly liable for the entire project or may they allocate liability and responsibility among them?

The liability of consortia members is based on the contractual arrangements between consortia and their clients, as well as between consortia members. In Qatar, consortia are more likely to be established in the form of a company, with the consortia members as shareholders. They may then allocate responsibility among themselves in the company constitution and in the shareholders’ agreement. In practice, when consortia enter into contracts, consortia members are usually required to be jointly and severally liable. Consideration should also be given to the form of the joint venture, and whether it is incorporated with or without limited liability. In addition, consortia often required to provide additional security, such as on demand bonds, directors’ guarantees, parent company guarantees and insurance policies.

Tort claims and indemnity

13 Do local laws permit a contracting party to be indemnified against all acts, errors and omissions arising from the work of the other party, even when the first party is negligent?

The Civil Law (Law No. 22 of 2004) allows the contracting party to seek compensation for any direct, foreseeable damage from the defaulting
party. In the event of gross misconduct or gross negligence, the contracting party can even seek compensation for indirect damage from the defaulting party. However, negligence of one party may reduce the liability of the other party, as well as the amount of any damages awarded. The parties may agree on the amount of damages, provided that it does not amount to a penalty. A party may also agree by contract to indemnify the other party even when the first party is negligent, although such contractual provisions should be carefully drafted in order to avoid the other party being able to rely on the Civil Law provision providing for a reduction of damages in cases of contributory negligence.

Liability to third parties

14 Where a contractor constructs a building that will be sold or leased to a third party, does the contractor bear any potential responsibility to the third party? May the third party pursue a claim against the contractor despite the lack of contractual privity?

Under the Civil Law, contracts are binding only on the parties that sign them. Consequently, contractual claims by third parties are not possible. However, under the Civil Law, the contractor and architect or engineer are subject to decennial liability, that is, they are liable for 10 years for defects in the building or structure that are serious enough to make it unfit for its intended purpose, or that pose a threat to its structural integrity and safety. These provisions of the Civil Law do not apply to any right of recourse the contractor may have against subcontractors. The designer’s liability is limited to faults arising due to the design, if the designer’s role is limited to providing the design, with the exception of defects caused by the method of execution. If execution of the works is entrusted to the architect or engineer, they will be held liable for any defects caused by their failure to supervise the method of execution. The right to bring a claim lapses three years from the time of the discovery of the defect. Any attempt to contract out of these provisions of the Civil Law will be deemed null and void.

Insurance

15 To what extent do available insurance products afford a contractor coverage for: damage to the property of third parties; injury to workers or third parties; delay damages; and damages due to environmental hazards. Does the local law limit contractors’ liability for damages?

With increased business activity and a continued forecast of positive economic growth for the next decade, Qatar’s insurance market has been growing and developing into a leading and sophisticated sector of the type one would find in western Europe. Insurance products are readily available to provide a contractor with appropriate coverage, including for damage to the property of third parties and injury to workers or third parties. The availability of coverage for delay damages and damages due to environmental hazards depends on the insurance company involved. Local laws do not limit contractors’ liability except in the case of force majeure or fault of their clients or a third party, unless otherwise agreed by the parties.

Labour requirements

16 Are there any laws requiring a minimum amount of local labour to be employed on a particular construction project?

There are no provisions in the laws of Qatar that require a minimum number of local employees to be employed on a particular construction project.

Local labour law

17 If a contractor directly hires local labour (at any level) for a project, are there any legal obligations towards the employees that cannot be terminated upon completion of the employment?

The Labour Law provides that employment contracts may be of either limited or unlimited duration. If the employment contract is of unlimited duration, either party may terminate it without giving reasons for the termination. In the event of termination, the terminating party needs to notify the other party in writing, subject to the relevant notice periods. If the employment contract is of limited duration, the contract expires at the termination date unless there is a breach of contract. If an employee has successfully completed his or her probation period, which cannot exceed six months, then notwithstanding termination, an employee will be entitled to end of service leave (if employed for more than one year), will have a right of repatriation in cases where labour is sourced internationally, can claim a certificate of employment and seek the return of any certificates or documents that the employee deposited with the employer, and is entitled to any outstanding amounts such as holiday pay, unpaid salary or overtime.

In addition to Law No. 1 of 2015 (see question 9) regarding the method of payment of the employees’ wages, the Qatari government is also taking steps to build new and better accommodation for workers, and to ensure the health and safety of construction workers by increasing the number of safety inspectors at construction sites.

Labour and human rights

18 What laws apply to the treatment of foreign construction workers and what rights do they have? What are the local law consequences for failure to follow these laws?

The Qatari law, including the Labour Law (Law No. 14 of 2004) provides some protections granted to employees (including foreign construction workers) and imposed on their employers. For instance, these protections include the maximum working hours during summer time and some health and safety measures at work. The Labour Law provides for the establishment of the Labour Inspection Authority responsible for the supervision of the proper application of the legislations related to employees’ protection. For instance, article 138 of the Labour Law authorises the said Authority to enter the employees’ accommodation to inspect their conformity with the health requirements. The applicable sanctions for violation of these provisions are mostly fines.

Qatar has introduced changes in its law in order to provide more effective protection to foreign construction workers. Some of these changes have already come into effect and others are expected to come into effect by the end of 2016. The changes are mainly the following:

- imposing the payment of wages through local bank transfers, imposing the wages protection system on all companies operating in Qatar and granting control to the Ministry of Labour over payments of proper wages (violation of this obligation is sanctioned by imprisonment of up to one month or a fine of between 2,000 and 6,000 Qatari riyals, or both);
- increasing the applicable fine for confiscating passports of foreign workers (increase from 10,000 to 25,000 Qatari riyals). This change is expected to come into force by the end of 2016; and
- authorising a change of job, without the employer’s approval in some cases. As of the end of 2016, a foreign employee should be able to change jobs if his or her contract is for a definite term and has expired, provided that approvals of the Ministry of Interior and the Ministry of Labour are obtained. In the case of foreign employees with open-ended contracts, they can seek this approval after five years in their initial job.

Close of operations

19 If a foreign contractor that has been legally operating decides to close its operations, what are the legal obstacles to closing up and leaving?

The process of winding down a foreign contractor’s operations in Qatar differs depending on its adopted corporate structure. If the entity is an international engineering office or a local engineering office, it may be closed according to the process set out by the Ministry of Municipality and Urban Planning, through the submission of a winding down request. If the entity is a branch of a foreign company and has accordingly been registered in Qatar based on a contract with the government for the implementation of a project of public interest, then the registration of this branch will normally lapse at the date of expiry of the contract, which is specified in the branch registration document. The process of winding down a branch is not governed by the law and is determined by the practice adopted by the Ministry of Economy and Commerce. Furthermore, as a prerequisite for winding down (of a local or international office) or cancellation of registration (in the event of a foreign branch), an income tax clearance certificate from the Public Revenues and Taxation Department at the Ministry of Finance must be obtained, evidencing payment of income tax on the profits of its operations in Qatar and clearance from the Ministry of Labour providing that the company or branch has fulfilled all of its financial obligations to its employees sponsored in Qatar.
Payment rights

20 How may a contractor secure the right to payment of its costs and fees from an owner? May the contractor place liens on the property?

The safest mechanism for the contractor to ensure that it receives payment of its costs and fees is a clean progress payment schedule under the contract, with adequate advance and progress payments. Bank guarantees are also an option, but in practice are rarely provided. Liens for contractors and suppliers are available under articles 1,184 to 1,186 of the Civil Law.

Depending on the dispute settlement provisions in the contract, claims for payment can be made in arbitration or in the state courts. In addition, the contractor may apply for an attachment order on the property under construction. The attachment order, if obtained, must be validated by the contractor within a time period specified by the court, by initiating proceedings on the merits against the employer.

Contracting with government entities

21 Can a government agency assert sovereign immunity as a defence to a contractor’s claim for payment?

Even though there is no immunity from suit, government entities or agencies are, prima facie, entitled to immunity from execution. It should be noted, however, that under Qatari law such immunity may be waived in respect of the state’s public and private properties invested in financial, commercial or industrial activities. Under no circumstances would a foreign party be entitled to execute against any assets or properties of the state necessary for its proper functioning as a sovereign power. In practice, the state, enterprises held by the state or organisations controlled by the state almost always abide by the terms of any bargain agreed with a party, and resort to the contract or local laws for the interpretation and performance of the same. The rule of law is recognised and enforced in Qatar.

In the French Creighton v Qatar case, Qatar claimed sovereign immunity from execution against a foreign arbitral award rendered under the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) rules in France; however, the French Court of Cassation denied such immunity (Creighton v Qatar, 6 July 2000, Rev arb 2001, 114). The court ruled that an arbitration agreement referring to the ICC Rules, which provide that the parties shall comply with all awards, amounted to a waiver of immunity from execution. In other jurisdictions, an arbitration agreement may be construed as a waiver of immunity from jurisdiction, but not from execution.

Statutory payment protection

22 Where major projects have been interrupted or cancelled, do the local laws provide any protection for unpaid contractors who have performed work?

Any contractual provisions dealing with interruption, suspension, cancellation or termination take precedence. If these matters are not addressed under the contract, then subject to the contract, the contractor may apply to the court and tribunal is defined by Qatar Financial Centre (QFC) Law No. 7 of 2005 (as amended), and covers civil and commercial disputes that arise between QFC-registered companies (including their employees), the QFC itself (and any of its institutions), entities which the QFC, or a QFC-registered company, has contracted with, as well as those parties who have consented to the court having jurisdiction to hear their disputes. The ADR facilities are available to host ad hoc arbitrations and mediations for parties who wish to use them.

Arbitrations that are conducted pursuant to the QFC Arbitration Regulations 2005 will also take place at the facilities of the QICDRC but will be supervised by the QFC court. Current legislative proposals will, when enacted, bring about a number of important changes to the way in which the QICDRC operates, the most important of which is the ability to create and supervise adjudication schemes. The contractor, in its capacity as a creditor of its employer, may also assert the financial rights of its employer, in its capacity as creditor of a third party, in the employer’s name, if the contractor can prove that the employer did not exercise its rights and that not exercising them may result in its insolvency or increase its insolvency.
Dispute review boards

25 Are dispute review boards (DRBs) used? Are their decisions treated as mandatory, advisory, final or interim?

There is no provision for DRBs or dispute adjudication boards (DABs) in the Public Tender Law, but the law does not exclude the use of DRBs or DABs. If dispute boards have been used, it has typically been through FIDIC’s suite of contracts, which is regularly used within Qatar’s construction industry.

Mediation

26 Has the practice of voluntary participation in professionally organised mediation gained acceptance and, if so, how prevalent is the practice and where are the mediators coming from? If not, why not?

There is no statutory definition of mediation, nor does Qatari law provide for or regulate it. Mediation is nevertheless used in Qatar, especially in the context of public sector contracts, the parties of which often informally meet to discuss points of contention or any issues affecting the project and try to finally settle disputes out of court or arbitration.

Confidentiality in mediation

27 Are statements made in mediation confidential?

In the absence of any applicable statutory regime or a carefully worded clause in a mediation agreement, confidentiality of any mediation is not guaranteed, as local rules do not impose an obligation of confidentiality. However, mediation will be confidential if the parties adopt certain generally available mediation rules, such as the ICC ADR rules, the mediation rules of the Swiss Chamber of Commerce, the UNCITRAL Conciliation Rules or the London Court of International Arbitration (LCIA) mediation rules.

Arbitration of private disputes

28 What is the prevailing attitude towards arbitration of construction disputes? Is it preferred over litigation in the local courts?

Qatari construction disputes, especially those relating to large projects, are, more often than not, submitted to arbitration. It is difficult to assess whether arbitration is preferred over litigation in the local courts in Qatar. That said, foreign entities do prefer arbitration because it is a process they are usually familiar with, whereas proceedings before the local courts are conducted in the Arabic language, which requires all evidence, including documents and any witness testimony, to be adduced in Arabic or translated into Arabic.

Governing law and arbitration providers

29 If a foreign contractor wanted to pursue work and insisted upon international arbitration as the dispute resolution mechanism, which of the customary international arbitration providers is preferred and why?

Given the confidential nature of the contracts, it is difficult to give a reliable answer to this question. It would seem that the most popular arbitration rules are those of the ICC. The use of other rules, such as the Swiss Rules of International Arbitration or the Rules of the LCIA, depends on the preferences and experience of the parties and the lawyers or engineers assisting them in the preparation of the tender documents or in the negotiation of contracts.

Regional arbitration centres, in particular the Cairo Regional Centre for International Commercial Arbitration and the Dubai International Arbitration Centre, appear to be gaining in popularity. The arbitration centres of the QFC and the Dubai International Financial Centre (in cooperation with the LCIA) are also players within their jurisdictions. Finally, the Qatar International Centre for Conciliation and Arbitration is developing its activities and has had some success with local and certain foreign users.

It is equally difficult to assess whether there are any preferences in Qatar regarding the place of arbitration. Doha, Geneva, London and Paris appear to be the most frequently chosen. In disputes concerning public infrastructure projects, the seat of arbitration is usually Doha.

Concerning the law applicable to the contract, there is a strong preference for the law of Qatar.

Dispute resolution with government entities

30 May government agencies participate in private arbitration and be bound by the arbitrators’ award?

Article 34 of the Public Tender Law provides that the parties to a contract with the government or any public entity may agree to arbitration, but they require the approval of the Minister of Finance. The provision expressly requires that, pending the arbitration, the parties must continue performing their obligations under the contract.

Arbitral award

31 Is there any basis upon which an arbitral award issued by a foreign or international tribunal may be rejected by your local courts?

Enforcement of foreign arbitral awards is governed in Qatar by the 1958 UN Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (the New York Convention), which Qatar ratified in 2003. The Convention considerably limits the grounds on which enforcement of international arbitral awards may be refused. Qatar adopted the New York Convention subject to reciprocity; in other words, only awards from states that are also party to the New York Convention are enforced on the basis of this Convention. As regards awards from states that have not ratified the New York Convention, article 381 of the Civil and Commercial Procedure Law (Law No. 13 of 1990) applies.

Limitation periods

32 Are there any statutory limitation periods within which lawsuits must be commenced for construction work or design services and are there any statutory preconditions for commencing or maintaining such proceedings?

The general time limit for contractual and civil claims is 15 years, except in cases where the Civil Law specifically provides for a shorter period.

The contractor and engineer hold a joint decennial liability for any destruction or defect, total or partial, in buildings that they have constructed or structures that they have erected, even if such destruction or defect is the result of a fault in the land itself or the employer has approved defective buildings or structures. Liability will cover any defects appearing in the building or structure that threaten their strength and safety (article 711 of the Civil Law).

Such decennial liability will lapse three years from the moment that the destruction occurs or the defect is discovered (article 714 of the Civil Law). Further actions relating to building defects arising under the 10-year defect period (see question 14) lapse three years from the time of the discovery of the defect.

International environmental law

33 Is your jurisdiction party to the Stockholm Declaration of 1972? What are the local laws that provide for preservation of the environment and wildlife while advancing infrastructure and building projects?

Qatar is a signatory of the Stockholm Declaration. However, Decree No. 47 of 1996 approved the Accession to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change. The main law providing for environmental protection is Law No. 30 of 2002 for Environmental Protection, which provides for, inter alia, clean air and waterways, the safe disposal of hazardous waste and materials, and penalties for any transgressions. In 1998, a permanent Committee for Environmental Protection was established by a cabinet resolution. The Supreme Council of the Environment and Natural Reserves issued Decision No. 4 of 2005, which requires environmental impact assessments for all public and private development projects. Other areas of interest to the Supreme Council include climate change, wildlife preservation and clean development.

Local environmental responsibility

34 What duties and liability do local laws impose on developers and contractors for the creation of environmental hazards or violation of local environmental laws and regulations?

The applicable environmental laws require the relevant governmental authority to impose conditions as part of the approval of a development. Environmental laws also impose strict anti-pollution measures. Penalties
for breaching environmental laws range from fines of between 1,000 and 500,000 Qatari riyals or imprisonment from one to 10 years, or both. In addition, a court may order the closure of the offending enterprise, banish foreign developers or contractors, confiscate the tools or equipment used in committing the offence, order rectification and deport an offending foreign national.

International treaties

Is your jurisdiction a signatory to any investment agreements for the protection of investments of a foreign entity in construction and infrastructure projects? If so, how does your model agreement define ‘investment’?

Qatar has signed 51 bilateral investment treaties (BITs), although only 18 have entered into force, namely those concluded with Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, China, Costa Rica, Egypt, Finland, France, Germany, India, Iran, Italy, Korea, Macedonia, Morocco, Romania, Russia, Switzerland and Turkey.

To the authors’ knowledge, there is no Qatari model BIT. Consequently, the definitions of ‘investment’ in the treaties concluded by Qatar depend on the models of other states or the result of negotiations in individual cases. The term investment is, however, generally defined as every kind of asset invested by investors of one contracting party in the territory of the latter, and, in particular, though not exclusively, includes the following:

- moveable and immoveable property, and other property rights such as mortgages and pledges;
- shares, stocks and any other kinds of participation in companies;
- claims to money or to any other performance having an economic value;
- copyrights, industrial property rights, know-how and technological process; and
- concessions conferred by law, including concessions to search for or exploit natural resources.

The BITs concluded by Qatar typically offer investors the option to initiate the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes arbitration or other forms of international arbitration, such as ad hoc arbitration (eg, the French–Qatari BIT) against the host state.

Tax treaties

Has your jurisdiction entered into double taxation treaties pursuant to which a contractor is prevented from being taxed in various jurisdictions?

According to the Ministry of Finance, Qatar has double taxation treaties with 38 other states including Armenia, Azerbaijan, Barbados, Belarus, Belgium, China, Croatia, Cuba, Cyprus, France, Guernsey, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Italy (reciprocal exemption from port fees), Jordan, Korea, Lebanon, Macedonia, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Nepal, Pakistan, Portugal, Russia, Romania, San Marino, Senegal, Seychelles, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Switzerland (Air Transport Exemption Agreement), Syria, Tunisia, Turkey, the UK, Ukraine, Venezuela and Yemen.

In addition, Qatar continues to try to increase the number of these agreements and routinely revises the Qatari model agreement for the avoidance of double taxation, in order for it to be in line with legislative and economic developments in the state.

Currency controls

Are there currency controls that make it difficult or impossible to change operating funds or profits from one currency to another?

Qatar has a stable currency, the riyal, which is freely convertible and has been pegged to the US dollar (US$1 = 3.64 Qatari riyals) since 1980. The country imposes no foreign exchange controls or regulations.

Removal of revenues, profits and investment

Are there any controls or laws that restrict removal of revenues, profits and investments from your jurisdiction?

There are no controls or laws that restrict the removal of capital, profits and investments from Qatar.